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the basis on which decisions are made."

On the other hand, AACTE's Bicentennial Commission on Edu-

cation for the Profession of Teaching recommended that states

develop means by which,the organized teacher profession can be

delegated responsibility for establishinipstandards, for certi-

fication, and for professional behaviqr.41

Should the professors of education be more closely aligned

with "the profession" than they typically are now? Let us look

at some of the pressures that are being brought to make a closer

alignment come about.

Pressures Through the Accreditation Process

NCATE has issued new standards, to be effective January 1,

1979. The influence of NEA poiitions may be seen in several

of the standards; although the positions were diluttd -considera-
,

bly from the drafts of the revisions to the standards.-

The preface to the 1979 NCATE Standards - 'includes the state-

lomat

These standards are considered so important for pro-
gram accreditation that they may take precedence over

40Ted Cyphert, "The Role of the Teaching Profession in
Teacher Education," in Frank Hessen and Howard B. Leavitt (eds.),
International Perspectives of Teacher Education: Innovations
ani7frendi...washington,-D.c.: International Council on Iuca-
froweiching, 1976. P. 116.

41Howsam, et-al., op..
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as 1900, though, these numbered only 127.1 Summer "institutes"

of a few days or a few weeks provided rudiments of methodology

for some teachers. Gradually, chairs of pedagogy were estab-

lished in prestigious institutions. Over a long period of time,

the preparation of teachers became to be associated with for-

mal education and institutions. Senior institutions assumed

the responsibility for teaching not only the subject matter

needed-for the elementary and secondary schools but the corres-

ponding methodology as well.40.11

Gradually, the licensing of teachers through examination

was abandoned; replaced with a system of state certification

that was based primarily on completion of courses and degrees.

In recent decades, the practice throughout the country has been

for the state education agency to set certain standards, usu-

ally expressed in credit hours per subject, that must be included,

in a degree program by a-prospective teacher. Under this ar-

rangement, when the student presented evidence that he had com-

pleted the prescribed program of studies and other requirements,

he was issued a certificate to each certain subjects or at cer-

tain grade levels.

As teacher certification became primarily a matter of com-

pletion of courses and degrees, professors of education and other

Cushman, The Governance of Teacher Education. Berkeley,
California: McCutchan Publishing Corporation, 1977. P. 179.
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0
college and university personnel became influential in deter-

mining what teachers needed to know. As certification became

more degree- and course-based, schools, colleges, or departments

of education (SCDEs) became well-established units in most sen-

ior institutions-of higher education (IHEs).

Although teacher education programs have been included in

the regional accreditation of institutions for many decades,

the accreditation of teacher education programs per se dates

from 1927 when the former American Association of Teachers Col-

leges initiated voluntary accreditation review procedures. When

the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE)

was.organized in 1948, responsibility for accreditation of teacher

education was assumed by a committee of that association. The

National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE)

was established in 1952, but it was not until 1954 that the

AACTE turned the accrediting function over to NCATE. NCATE's

first action was to extend accreditation to the 284 institutions

that had previously been accredited by AACT. NCATE was recog-

nized in 1957 as the accreditation agency for teacher education.2

74°
In the meantime, the National Association of Dir rs of

Teacher Education and.Certification (NASDTEC) devel ped its

own "Standards for State Approval of Teacher Education."

2Henry J. Hermanowicz, "The Present Status and Future of

NCATE," Journal of Teacher Education, January-February, 1978.

P. 33; CiaWaiOl. cit. Pp. 189 -190
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Thirty-five states belong to the NASDTEC reciprocity system.

Under this arrangement, reciprocity privileges among the states

are given to graduates of NCATE-accredited institutions.3

A rumber of states have incorporated NASDTEC "Standards"

or variations of these standards into their state provisipns

for approval of programs leading to certification. Thus many

teacher education programs meet both NCATE and state standards.

The effect of all this is to create a sort of dual national

accreditation system for teacher education. Although NCATE is

7
by far the more widely known organization, Hermanowicz, immedi-

ate past president of AACTE holds that

it appears that NASDTEC and the State Directors of
Teacher Certification play a much more significant
pole as gatekeepers to the teaching profession by
controlling program approval and licensure than
NCATE has-ever been able to play.'

Until fairly recently, NCATE was clearly under the domi-

nation of AACTE. In fact, prior to the adoption of the 1973

NCATE constitution, AACTE had the responsibility for revising

standards. Thus it may be seen that through the late 1950's,

the 1960's, and well into the 1970's accreditation and state

certification were dominated or at least heavily influenced by

higher education personnel, usually professors of education.

3Hermanowicz, op. cit. P. 37.

4lbid.
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During this period of time (and perhaps even now), accord-

ing to Gubser, the in-coming director of NCATE, higher educa-

tion institutions seemed "to accept the premise that admission

to a teAter education program is tantamount to admission to the

teaching profession."5 This premise is losing its validity

quickly, for the Instruction and'Professional Development unit

of the National Education Association (NEA) has stated, "It ap-

pears safe to say, however, that teachers are no longer content

to let higher education 'own' teacher preparation. . . ."6

The shifting of control of entry to the teaching profesiion

described by Hermanowicz in this way:

Earlier disputes centered upon the degree of control
to be shared by literal arts or other academic professors
with professors of education. With the growing politi-
cal militancy and concern of teacher organizations re-
garding matters of accreditation and certification, the
controversy has shifted to the degree of shared control
to be exercised by colleges and universities repre-
sented by AACTE and the organized teachers represented
by the National Education Association (NEW

IHEs can no longer tolerate the internecine warfare between

the liberal arts professors and the professors of education that

has existed in many institutions. The external forces being

brought on SCDEs and IHEs are now more important to the well

SLyn Gubser, "Accrediting a Profession," Journal of Teacher
Education, January-February, 1978. P.2.

6cited by Cushman, op. -cit. P. 159.

7Hermanowicz, 22. cit. P. 37.
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being of each total institution that are the internal differences

of opinion and philosophy.

Scope-of the Paper ----

The principal group seeking to gain influence-over entry to

teaching is "the profession." This is the term used by the

1,886,000 member8 National Education Association (NEA) to describe

its membership and, in some contexts, others like its members.

NEA membership is made up almost entirely of classrooi teachers

in grades K-I2. Membership is now "unified," such that each NEA

member is also a member of a state and a local affiliate. "The

profession, "9 as used by,NEA, rarely includes administrators or

higher education personnel outside of professional education."

Although a number of professors of eduttion are members of NEA;-

this group is not usually included iWt use of the term "the
(%;

profession."

The American Federation of Teachers (AFT), AFL-CIO, is

omitted from this discussion, not only because it is consider-

ably smaller than NEA, but because it has traditionally been

81975 -1976 membership, which is undoubtedly higher now.
There are about 2.4 million public and private elementary and

secondary school teachers.

9or "the organized teaching profession" or "the united
teaching profession."

"although, interestingly, NEA has been actively recruiting
higher education faculty members in recent years.
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primarily concerned with teacher welfare. With respect to prepa-
.

tati n of teachers,

The AFT is primarily concerned with the conditions
under which classroom teachers take on the added re-
sponsibility for supervising student teachers, recog-
nizing that student teaching is a most important
phase of the professional preparation of the teacher.
The AFT has been more concerned with the pre-service
and in-service teacher education arrangements and
opportunities than with such other aspects of gov-
ernanceernance as institutional curricula_andlicen-strie."

_

Although "the profession" is very much concerned with the
4

inservice training of teachers--and the implications. of inservice

training for IHEs are numerous--this paper will be limited to a

consideration'of the preservice preparation of teachers. Be-

cause there are many more agenciet and organizations that claim

an interest in inservice and/or graduate professional iducati

the forces on SCDEs -and IHEs are such more complicated. pace

does not permit an adequate discussion of these forces.

77'

Whilecthere are a number of iwsues dealing with the pre-

service education of teachers that are of interest to b,..,th the

0 higher education community and "the profession," the over-riding

issue seems'to be that of control over entry to the profession.

Many of.ihe other issues can be resulved once the wrestling over

the control of entry is finished. As a result, this paper will

be limited to,a discussion of three matters closely related to

limuushman, 2E. cit. P. 160
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. I *control over entry to the profession. These are of common in-
.

terest to "the profession" and to IHEs: accreditlation, certi-

fication, and key components of the undergraduate;program.

In particular-,--there will be a discussion of the issue of

control over entry to teaching from the point of view of "the

profession." This will be followed by,a discussion of the

changing role of the SCDE and-the preseneind. potential conflicts

between some SCDEs and the remainder of.the institution of which

they are a part. Finally, there will be a discussion of the al-

ternatives that are available to IHEs and the possible consequences

to the institutions of various courses of action.

II. CONTROL FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF "THE PROFESSION"

Leaders of "the profession" often take the position that the

control of teacher,education is out of control. During decade

after decade of shortages of teachers, all preparation and cer-

tUication structures were established such as to produce the

largest possible number of somewhat qualified pIrsonnel for the

elementary and secondary schools. *Mlles have changed and the

previous structures are. highly inappropriate.

For one thing, there are now far too many teachers for the

jobs available. SCDEs.have few or no incentives to reduce en-

rollments and state education agencies generally have no

IMP

9
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authority to refuse certification to a qualified-applicant.

To illustrate,A'n 1974 the supply of elementary school teach-

ers was 184.9 per cent of the demand for such teachers. At the

same time the-supply of secondary teachers was 230.2 per cent of

the demand for teachers at that leve1.12 Of 227,000 graduates in

1974-75,\Only 53 per cent of these are now working as a full-time

teacher. Forty-three per cent have entered some other type of

work, and four percent are unemployed.
13 Data available since .

that time show that the situation is getting worse instead of bet-

ter because of the declining enrollments at the K-12 levels.

Apparently word is getting around to the Students about the

difficulty of finding teaching positions. There were oily 233,470

new teachers. graduated in the spring of 1976, down 6.2 per cent

from 1975 and down 29.6 per cent from a high of 317,254 in 1972.

Even so, there were only 94,050 available for the 185,850

persons who desired to enter teaching. At the same time, there

were 117,000 former'teachers who wanted to reenter the active

profession.14

12Robert B. Howsam, Dean C. Coirigan, George W. Denemark,
and Robert J. Nash, Report of the Bicentennial Commission on Edu-
cation for the Profession ,f Teaching, Educating a Profession.
Washington, D.C.: American Association'of Colleges for Teacher
Education, 1976. Pp. 170-71.

13Legislative Briefs (AACTE), January, 1978. P. 3.

14From notes taken by the author at sessions of the conven-
tion of the AACTE, Chicago, Illinois, February 21-24, 1978.

'0
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Not only are there too many prospective teachers, thus"

threatening the job security and the rate of.increase of sala-

ries of existing teachers, but the quality of the preparation

programs leaves much to be desired. SCDEs have been-described

as "incredibly diverse."15 A recent study foui1d that quality

'control is.so weak that 93 of the 1367 SCDEs in the United St.ates

are operating in IHEs which cannot be accredited by their re-

gional accrediting organizations as baccalaureate degree-granting

colleges.
16 Only 540 ofthe 136Z-state-approved teacher educa-

tion programs are also NCATE accredited.17

The leaders., of "the profession" often look to other es-
t

tablished professions for models of control. They aften con-

clude that the practitioners of other professions have much

more control over who will enter their profeshon than teachers/

do to theirs.

Leaders !in "the profession" also like to point to such

P
contrasts as the fact that, in 1971, there were 85 accredited

medical schools, 143 accredited law schools; 298 engineering

schooli, and 1246 teacher education programs. In 1968-69 these

15Egon G. Guba and David L. Clark, "Are Schools of Education
Languishing?" New York University'Education Quarterly, Winter,.
1978. P. 13.

16Ibidq P. 14

17Hermanowicz, 2E. cit. P. 33.
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schools produced 8082 physicians, 17,308 lawyers, 60,173 engi-

neers, and 229,500 teachers.l8"

Obviously, to "the profession," one of the major causes of

-the teacher surplus is that almost three-folerths of the senior

IHEs in the country prepare teachers and this is seen to be too

many preparation programs. In terms of teacher welfafe, "the

profession" sees an inverse relationship between the number of

preparing institutions and the number of practitioners on the

one hand and salaries and\status on the other hand.

"The professioel concludes that both IHEs and state educa-

tion agencies are permitting too many institutions to prepare

too many teachers and than much of the quality, is questionable.

Therefore, mechanisms dominated by members of "the profession"

must be established in order to control the number and Oality

of persons entering the field of elementary and secondary school

teaching. The major mechanisms being used by the profession to

accomplish tkis are control of the accreditation process (national

level),,control of the certification process (state level), and

control of key components of the undergraduate preparation pro-

#.

gram (local level).

18J. Myron Atkin, "Governmental Roles" in Donald J. ,

McCarty and Associates, New -Perspectives on Teacher Education.

San Frapcisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1973. Chapter 6.

12
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Control of,the Accreditation Process

NEA has been a constituent member of NCATE 'ts found-

ing. Ai a matter of policy, as adopted by the iv,ti Representa-

tive Assembly, NEA supports a single nationaljmnvernmental

agency for the accreditation of teacher education. This agency

must be "brBadly representative of the teaching profession" and

must include both "students preparing to teach" and "equitable

representation" of K-1/ teachers in ;all icy and

function.

However, NCATE has not in the past (and probably does not

yet) fit NEA-s model of an ideal accrediti4g agency. As a re-

sult; NEA has worked hard to get modifications made in the NCATE

structure. In many ways the NEA efforts have been quite suc-

cessful. To illustrate',

-Accreditation as a political system had a fairly stable
character from the founding of NCATE in 1954 until 1972,
when the NEA proposed to withdraw its $45,000 antaili.
support from NCATE operations. The reason given was in.-
sufficient.NEA representation. . .on the NCATE council
A The political process operated during the en-
suing two or three years. . . . Out of the process came
the output--a new constitution for NCATE. . . . It is
quite clear that the pendulum oLcontrol has swung to
the side .,f the teachers. . . ."

Accfeditation control has been a major NEA conern in recent

years. AACTE, once the dominant force in NCATE,.has now been

'19Cushman, p. cit. P. 229.

13 _
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reduced to equal voting strength with NEA in NCATE. In 1977,

NEA reported as part of its activities the

development of strategies to achieve the following:

1. Teacher representation at all levels of the accredi-
tation process.

2. Elimination of ineffective teacher education pro:
grams through mandatory national accreditation.

3. Increased recognition for NCATE-accredited insti-
tutions.

4. Increased representation of constituents on visit-
ing and evaluation teams."

NEA has,,reported these recent accomplishments toward con-

trolof'the accreditation process:

1. NEA has provided four training sessions for 225 NEA

members to prepare them to serve on accreditation teams.

2. There has been a "significant increase" in denial of

accreditation to those institutions that do not meet standards.

3. At least one-third of all members of NCATE committees
7

must be NEA members.

4. Thirty-five per cent of all evaluation boards (now be-

- ing discontinued) must be composed of teachers identified by NEA.

5. The Council of Chief State School Officers (a constituent

member of NCATE, and one of a group of organizations that provides
0

the "swing vote" on many issues) send; written communications to

20National Education Association, Educational Issues 1977.
Washington', D.C.: The Association, 1977. P. 51.
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superintendents recommending released time for teachers to serve

on NCATE committees and boards.

6. -There has been a "marked increase" in the number of

teachers serving as chairperson or vice chairperson of evaluation

teams.21

Indeed, visiting teams in the spring of 1977 were composed

o, 21 per-cent classroom teachers and 45 per cent K-12 personnel.

In the spring of 1977 evaluation boards were composed of 25 per

cent classroom teachers and 33.3 per cent K-12 personne1.22

Control of the Certification Process

Certification of teachers probably started in 1794when the

Society of Associated Teachers was organized in-New York City.

This society examined aspiring teachers and certified those they

found worthy. Thus, certification at that time was by "the pro-

fession."23

However, very early in the history of the state education

.-.zenCies, many of which were formed during the early 19th cen-

tury, the legislature of each state usually assigned to the

agency (or to the chief state school officer) the responsibility

21Ibid.

2 2Ibid.

23Cushman, 2E. cit. .P. 142.

15
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"to oversee the initial certification of teachers. . . ."24

Through the years, according to Cushman, even a "casual view"

of teacher certification shows that the impact of the fifty

state education agencies has been great. The obvious reason

is -that traditionally the state education agency, under authori-

ty granted to it by the legislature, has been the legal agency

for licensing all teachers. In addition, the tepcher certifi-

cation office. in the state education agency usually approves

the teacher education programs and the institutions providing

the programs, often in a manner not unlike the pisocedures used

by NCATE./c

From its beginning early in this century, one of the influ-
,

ental groups dealing with teacher certification has been the

Natio Association,of State Directors of Teacher Education and

\
Certifiation (NASDTEC). Between 1950 and 1952 this organization

developed its, first proposed minimum standards for state approval

of teacher preparation programs.26
A

NEA has promoted the development of advisory groups to the

state education agencies and their certification offices. This

is xecognized in 11140971 edition of the NASDTEC guidelines

24/tic

25rbia. P. 141.

26Ibid. P. 143.

p 1-6
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where it is stated that it is "appropriate and desirable" for

the state education agency "to seek the advice, counsel, and

assistance of an advisory group or groups, representing as nearly

as possible a cross-section of all segments of the education

profession. . . ."27

However, NEA holds that merely advising the state education

agency on certification matters snot nearly enough of a role

for "the profession.",' In the very early 1970'sv NEA studied

the licensure of selected other occupational groups, namely ac-

counting, dentistry, medicine, law, nursing, engineering, and

architecture. "NEA found that in practically all of these pro-
,

fessionsthe initial licensure is made by an agency of the pro..

fession that has some legal sanction. However, the policies

of licensure in education, althGugh administered by profes-

sionals in state education agencies, was at that time determined

"by one or both of two lay agencies: the state legislature or

the state board of public school education." NEA then took the

position that "the responsibility for shaping such policies

ghoulaTbe transferred to an autonomous
,
commission of profes-

sionals sanctioned by legislative act."28

In particular, NEA established the following goal:

t

27Ibid. Pp. 143-144.

28Ibid. P. 153.

.1 7
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We want a teaching profession act in eveiy state,
created by law. That aceshould give to members of

the profession the legal power to: establish re-
quirements for teaching certificates and to issue
certificates; to determine and establish the pro-
cedures to be used in deciding which institutions
of higher education are qualified to prepare
teachers (accreditation). . to define perfor-
mance criteria for teachers for both beginning
and later-career roles. . .; to adopt rules and
regulations to implement the teaching profession
act. . . .

The. Teaching Profession Act in each state should
pro/iderfor the selection, by their peers in educa-
tiol, of a number of professionals who will serve
on a standards board and/or a practicesicomMission
which wiAl have legal power to- carry out, the above
duties.

Out of this action' came the "191i Model TeaCher Standards

and Licensure Act" to control certificati'n by tht profession."

Variations on this model act have been proposed in a number of

states by NEA state affiliates. However, in only tiro states,

California and Oregon, do the boardi so established have full

legal powers. Nine other state have boards that meet NEA cri-

teria for "standards and licensure" or "standards and practices"

commissions or boards created by legislative act to be advisory

to the state board of education. Twelve additional states have

a "practices commission" only, an agency created by legislative

29National Education Association, National Commission on
Teacher Education and Professional Standards, "Governance for

the Profession." Working paper 11. Washington, D.C.: The

Association, 1970. Pp. 7-8.

30Nowsam, et al., oz cit. P. 69.

18
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act to be advs*ry t:the state board of education.
31

The NEA ion of Instruction and Professional Develop-
:-

ment (IPD),dies the following states as being 'targets'

for professiaial practices legislation in 1978: Florida, Idaho,

Michigan," Texas," Vermont, and Virginia."34 In addition,

Iowa andNinnesota33 are states where "modification to existing

legislation" is slated."

Control of Key Components of the Undergraduate Program

"The profession" seeks to exert its influence not only at

the national and state levels, but at the local level as well.

In many instances,

teachers in the local school district are the extension
of the National Education Association, and since the
local school district -provides-,most of the professional
laboratory experiences, observation, and student teach-
ing, it occRpies a critical position as a governance

31Cushman, 2E. cit.' P. 159.

32A professional standards and licensing commission bill
is deadlocked in committee, according to the AACTE. (April, 1978)

33MCTE expects passage in the 1978 session of an-autono-
mous commission on standards for the teaching profession.

34A bill was defeated in the last session of the General
Assembly, according tO the AACTE. (April, 1978)

33The state has had 4ince 1973 a board of teaching which
submits recomimnditions to the state board of education, which
may respond but not initiate its own rules.

36Russell B. Vlaanderen, "State Review: Competency-Based
Teacher Certification and Professional Practices," Legislative
Briefs (RACTE), March, 1978, P. S.

19
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mechanism."
C--

Among the areas in which NEA has urged its local affiliates

to take action are these:

. (b) Critically
versity programs of
recommendations for

(c) Support inclus
of intergroup commun
courses in requir

assess current college and uni-
teacher education and make specific
change.

n of training in the dynamics
cations and human relations
is for certification. . . .

(e) Develop guidelines for qualifications of. . .

college coordinators of student teachers.

(f) Support inclusion of instruction in school law
. and in the values, ethics, responsibilities, and
structure of profespional teachers organizations. . . .

(g) Support the teaching of meth ds courses by
teachers currently employed in elementary and second-
ary Schools.

(h) Support requirements in state certification re-
quirements for specific course work-in reading in-
struction. . . .

(j) Recommend SNEA membership befofe participation
in preprofessional experiences and student teaching.

(k) Take immediate steps to improve the selection
of persons entering the profession through more
effective screening gf applicants for the prepro-
fessional practicum.38

NEA proposes a mechanism for accomplishing these objectives

when it supports "inclusion in master contracts or school

37Cushman, op; cit. P: 161.

311National Education Association, NEA Handbook. Washing-

ton, D.C.: The Association, 1976. P. 213.

20
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policies that acceptance of student teachers be on a voluntary

basis."39 Thus it appears that the aas'..er contract between the

school district and the local NEA affiliate may become extremely

important in matters affecting preservice education and employ-

sent opportunities.

III. THE CHANGINC ROLE OF THE SCDE

it is obvious that the role of the SCDE and of its faculty

is changing. NEA would obviously like to have the SCDE,And

the professors of education closely aligned with it and its

interests. Many IHEs would' resist this move, in whole or,in

' part.

.
Even the leaders among teacher educators are not always

in agreement as to the desirable direction for SCDEs to follow.'

For example, in speaking of the recent activities of "the pro-

fession" toward greater influence in teacher preparation, Ted

Cyphert found that

The focus is on self- interested control of accredi-
tation, vested self-interest control of teacher
evaluation, and self-serving community involvement'
'in policy formation. This emphasis on the
political and the parochial is coupled with a
strong trend in the direction of egalitarianism;
that is, a condition in which numbers rather than
knowledge, and power rather than expertise, are

"Ibid. P. 214.

21
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the basis on which decisions are made."

On the other hand', AACTE's Bicentennial Commission on Edu-

cation for the Profession of Teaching recommended that states

develop means by which,the organized teacher profession can be

delegated responsibility for establishing,standards, for certi-

fication, and for professional behaviOr.41

Should the professors of education be more closely aligned

with "the profession" than they typically are now? Let us look

st some of the pressures that are being brought to make a closer

alignsent. come about.
O

Pressures Through the Accreditation Process

NCATE has issued new standards, to be effective January 1,

1979. The influence of NEA poiitions may be seen in several

of the standardsi although the positions,were diluted .considera-
,

bly from the drafts of the revisions to the sfandaras.-

-sent

The preface to the 1979 NCATE StandardsA.ncludes the state-

These standards are considered so important for pro-
grsi accreditation that they may take precedence over

40Ted Cyphert, "The Role of the Teaching Profession in
Teacher Education," in Prink Klassen and Howard B. Leavitt (eds.),
nternational Perspectives of Teacher Education: Innovations
an rem .-Washington, D.C.: international Council on duce-
iniarfeiching, 1976. P. 116.

41HOwsam, et al., 221.. cit.
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any factors gx conditions that may impinge upon their
application.'"

The meaning of this statement in operational terms remains.

to be seen. There is speculation that the operational. meaning

of it is something to the effect that there will be no excuses

for falling short on any standard, even though there might be a

compensating strength somewhere else. If this is the case, it

puts far more "teeth" into some of the standards than- has been

the case in the-past, and IHEsAand certainly SCDEs) will need

to make sure that they are in full compliance with allstandards.
=we

Standard 1, which has been elevated to new prominence in

the 1979 edition; identifies -thejaolicy-making group for-teacher

education programs within the IHE in this way:

. The design, approval, and continuous evaluation and
development of teacher education progams are the
primary responsibility of an officiilly designated
unit. . . . A majority of the membership of this
unit are experienced in elementary or secondary
teaching and have continuing gueriences in ele-

, ,mentary or secondary schools.'"

Obviously, the intent of this standard is to put control of
-

each IHE's teacher education program in the hands of those who,

if not now members of "the profession" at,least have been members

42National-Council for Accreditation of Teacher Educ tion,

'\Standards for the Accreditation of Teacher Education. Was ing-

to4, D.C.: The Council. Effective January i, 1979. Oft.p., iii?)

"Ibid. P. 3.
i
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of (or eligible for membership in "the profession" in the past.

Some institutions have clearly delegated this matter to the
4

SCDE; manymany other institutions, though, fall short of the inter-
,

pretation of this standard that will probably be given to it by _

NCATE visiting teams. Through the threat of withholding accrivli-
\

- tation, institutions44 are being pressured to grant more Autonomy

to the professors of education, the group of persons on each

campus most likely to be sympathetic to the concerns of "the

profession:"

There is a counter-force -to. this pressure on many ;campuses,

often coming, irimarily from faculty and administrators with an

arts and sciences orientation. It is largely a "philosbphical

argument, stemming usually from the: position that much of pro-
.

iessional education is irrelevant (or perhaps even dettimental)

to the making of a good teacher. Therefore, it woul4 be.unde-
:

sirable-io the cause of producing learned teachers to let those

who advocate irrelevancies (the professors of education) have

the dominant role in determining how -teachers shall be prepared,

NCATE Standard 2.5 is not flew, but it may take on new is-
,

portance. This standard calls for student participation in

program development, evaluatibi, and revision. t Lip service tb

44It is not always clearly understood that NCATE accredits
an institutioVI notta SCDE. Thus NCATE pressures are being
broiiihT7qaiist the entire institution, although the SCDE and

the professors of education usually feel the brunt of the pres-

sure.

24
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, student participation has been paid for a number of years. For

example, ten years ago NEA established that

The development of greater stdent participation in the
decision-making process of teacher education must be

based upon a consensus by all elements of the teacher
education community that student involvement is im-

portant enough to be considered part of the total demo-
cratic and educational process of the institution,
and that it is compatale with the purposes of the

university community.'"

Although there has been a commitment to student participa-

tion.in program development on many campuses,-it.has only been

in recent' months that students have been included on NCATE

visiting teams.
46 This has' come about partly because of the 1

stepped-up involveient of the Student National Education Assox

ciation (SNEA), a branch of thefNEA,fin NCATE matters. It is

only reasonable to expect ihat visiting teams, now having a

student member, will look more closely at the nature and extent-
,

of student participation in teacher education policy than has

been the case in the past.

Politically, greater student involvemmit will probably

45National Education Association, National Commission. on

Teacher Education and Professional Standards, "Guidelines for

Establishing Greater Student Voice in teacher Education Through

a Student-Faculty Committee." 1968. ED 028 132
1

46The University of Arkansas at Little Rock was, among the

early institutions to have a student member of the visiting team.

Later, the Student National Education Association used UALR as

a training site to prepare students to be team members{.
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Xfave the effect of moving the SCDEs cloer to the positions of

,"the profession," because on many issues, the students are more

likely to support the views of "the profession" than they are

to support the views traditionally held by the professors of

education.
10,

Counteracting this position on many campuses will be'the

reluctance of many faculty members (including some professors

of eduCation)to take student %pinion on teacher education

matters very seriously, usually on the grounds that the students

are immature, inexperienced, and relatively uneducated. Be-
,

'cause students have these deficiencies relative to the experi=.

40 ,

ences of the faculty, the students are perceived,to be generally._

incapable of seeing "the big picture." Therefore, there is

t

little or no pint in bothering either the students or the

faculty with students' uninfOrmed and unenlightened opinidhs. ,

NCAT4Stindards 3.1 and 3.2 speak as previously to the

qualifications of faculty members teaching professional educa-

tion courses. EThere is increased Imphasis on "involvement with

schools," an atteMpt, obviously, to ensure that pro,fegr4rs

of education are in touch with the reality that their students

will face on the job. From a political point of view, of

course, it is likely that the greater the contact between the

professors of education and the teachers in the field, the

tore the professors will accept and suppott the points of

of.
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yiey of "the profession." It is also possible that "involve

ment "with schools" may come to mean, in part, "involvement

with teacher associations."

There may be a powerful counteracting force in many IHEs.

In order to maintain the necessary close involvement with, schools,

, professors of education may have to spend much time mid energy

in activities that, traditionally have not been highly prized

for promotion, tenure, etc. -Further, the time spent in close

involvement with schools may drastically reduce the amount of

time available to be spent in scholarly productivity. As a

result, campus-wide faculty groups and central administrators

who make decisions on faculty rewards are not likely to see

documented th' same type of non-teaching activity from pro-
, a

fessors of education as they would ordinarily see documented

from, say, professors of English or history. If professois

of education are helcL to the same standards of scholarly pro-
,

ductivity as the-rest of the campus, the professors will, be in

a dilemma.

Other standards (one of which is completely new), new

wording, and new interpretations may also contribute to moving

thinking_of the SCDEs-closer to that of "the profession.".

However, the items given above should suffice to illustrate the

pressures to move the SeDEs closer to the position of "the pro-

fession" than they now are:

27
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NEA does not seem to consider professors of education part

of "the profession" and it would apparently prefer,to see

methods courses and student teaching handled mostly or entirely

by'members of "the profession." As a,second best arrangement,

NEA would obviously like to see the control of teacher education

programs at each IHE in the hands of "experienced" elementary

and secondary school teachers (who are now professors) who main-

tain their "involvement with schools."

Pressures Tt..ough the Certification Process

Formal and elaborate "program approval" procedures by the

state education agency are becoming operational in many states.

In effect, graduates of approved teacher education programs are

eligible for certification as teachers by the state; others are

not. Often, programs are approved only after an on-site visit

by personnel representing the state education agency. Some

states have written their own criteria; more often, the criteria

are, or are similar to, the NASDTEC "Standards for State Approval

of Teacher Education."

Among the factors that apply to all programs, under the

NASDTEC Standards, is one that deals with the governance of

teacher education in each IHE.. This is stated more explicitly

in the NASDTEC Standards than in the NCATE Standard on Govern-

ance, in that it specifies that a particular administrative

unit must be given certain responsibilities.

28
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Institutions which accept responsibility for educa-
tion of teachers should establish a;d designate the
appropriate division, school, college, or depart-
ment within the institution charged with accounta-
bility and authorization to act, within the fr4me-
work of general institutional policy, on all,mai,
ters relative to the teacher education program.

In almost all cases, the unit to be designated would be

the SCDE". The effect, in terms of pressures, would b4 simi-

lar to that described earlier in connection with NCATE Stan-

dard 1.48

Professional licensing boards, state boards of education,

and even legislatures structure part or all of the professional

preparation programs for teachers. The requirements tend to

increase over time, and it usually comes as no surprise when

the appropriate state body (-ies) determines that something

else should be added to the curriculum for the preparation of

teachers.

47National Association of State Directors of Teacher Edu-
cation and Certification, "Revisions of 1971 Edition, Standards
for State Approval of Teacher Education." Salt Lake City, Utah:
Utah State Board of Education* 1972. (Mimeographed). Pp. 7-8.

48Arts-and-sciences oriented professors and administrators
sometimes take the positiOn that certification is largely irrele-
vant, except as some insurance that the prospective teacher
knows his subject matter before going into the classroom. But
even this is really unnecessary, the argument goes, because his
knowledge of subject matter is shown by his courses and grades
on his transcript (except in education courses, where almost
everyone, regardless of how incompetent, seems to get good
-grades), so there really isn't any important function served by
certification.

29
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Nhen such matters arise, a problem is created for many

SCDEs. In many institutions any curricular change must be ap- .

proved by some campus-wide body in which representation from

the SCDE is in the minority_. In such cases, it is not unusual

to see vast amounts of faculty time and energy spent in debating

the merits of the proposed change before the approving group

(often grudgingly) approves what has been mandated by the state

authorities. The lack of autonomy to deal with such matters

tends to push professors of education in the direction of seek-

ing more autonomy for the SCDE.

Pressures Through Key Components of the Undergraduate Program

SCDEs are usually dependent on elementary and secondary

schools foi placements in observation, student teaching, and

other field experiencese It is likely that master contracts

negotiated between schodl boards and the local affiliate of the

NEA (or perhaps other teacher organizations) will begin to con-

tain provis$ons such-as these:

1. Only a certain number of student teachers49 will be

acepted each year.

2. Only those student teachers from certain "cooperative"

IN4s will be accepted.

3. Only those student teachers will be accepted who have

been taught "the values, ethics, responsibilities, and

structure of professional teacher organizations."

49"Student-teachers" could be expanded to include students

who are observing, participating in a preprofessional laboratory,

serving as as a teacher aide, or in some other structured field

experience.
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4. Only those student teachers who are members of the
SNEA will be accepted.

S. Only those student teachers who have had certain
courses outside of those required for certification
(teaching of reading, human relations, etc.) will
be accepted.

6. Only those student teachers will be accepted who have
been screened on certain specified criteria.

7. Only those student teachers will be accepted who have
been taught their methods courses by a member of "the
profession."

8. Only those student teachers will be accepted whose
college supervisor is a member of the NEA.

An SCDE that found itself with one such arrangement in its

service area might be only inconvenienced in its placement of

students for field experiences. Holy/ever, if there were several

such agreements in key places,'the SCDE might find that it had

no choice but to comply. The political effect of this is, of

course, to bring the SCDE into much clbser contact with "the

profession."

Countering this move within the IHE would be the outcry-

brought by a number of faculty members, probably including some

of the professors of education--that the institution was being

subjected to "academic blackmail." This would be the case par-
,

ticularly if the conditions that were imposed appeared to be

self serving to "the profession." Undoubtedly there would be

a quick search for alternatives to placing students in school

districts that imposed such conditions.

31
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IV. ALTERNATIVES AVAILABLE TO IHEs

There are three basic responses available to IHEs with

respect to the trends in control of teacher education. One of

these is to work to reverse or counteract the trends. Another

is to ignore the trend and make some response to it only-when

required and then only in the least possible way. A third

possible response would be to capitalize on the trends to in-

prove teacher education. Each of these will be discussed in

turn.

Organize to Reverse or Counteract_the Trend

It would be possible to organize IHEs in such a way that

pressure could be brogght to reverse, counter, or at least

stabilize the trends. Existing organizations of higher educa-

,!2/
tion institutions could do this if7cifficient nutbers:of the

members of the organizations wisiied,to do so.

Among the possible strategies would be these: (1) It might

be possible to "recapture" NCATE from perceived NEA domination

edpecially through the use of"economic pressures. (2) Insti-

tutions could withdraw from NCATE, a particularXy effective

mare if a group of large,. prestigious, influential institutions

were to do this simultaneously. This would have the effect, of

weakening NCATE to the extent that it was no longer a major

force in teacher education. (3) Another approach would be to

32
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organize or support some alternative accrediting structure(s)

that is dominated by or more sympathetic to higher education

interests."

With respect_to state certification of teachers, IHEs

could organize political effort such as to eliminate "profession" -

controlled boards there they exist and to prevent then from

being created where their do not exist. IHEs could also organize

political efforts'to albr (usually reduce) certification re-

quirements that halm been established by legislative action or

by state boards of education. IHEs could also organiie activi-

.

ties such as to get IHE personnel selected (usually appointed)

to influential positions in groups that determine certification

items. It is at least theoretically possible in some instances

that the IHE personnel could "captor -" enough of the leadership

-positions of state teacher organizatllns to influence the or-

ganizations to take some different course of action.

IHEs could determine internal policies such that all in-

stitutional services would be withheld from school districts

that imposed any conditions on field placements of students,

hiring graduatesofthe institution, etc. Political pres-

sure could also be brought to bear on school boards and super-
.

"The United StatesoOffice of Education, the Education Com-

mission of the States, NASDTEC, subject-matter organizations, and

state departments of education (and departments of higher educa-

tIon) have all been suggested.

33
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-intendents of schools to remove or re-negotiate any conditions

that are placetion the IHEs' students or faculty. Similarly,

the IHEs could devise a way to co-opt the leadership of state

and local teacher organizations such that conditions were not

sought or were removed.

It is difficult to predict the liklihood of these things

happening. With respect to NCATE and accreditation, Hermanowicz

has reported that

Some organizations in higher education, including the

Land-Grant University Deans of Education, are seriously

discussing non-participation in NCATE since it is vol-

untary and some-regard it as a losing cause. Other

prestigious individual institutions such as Stanford

University have withdrawn from voluntary NCATE partici-

pation.'

'Inmost states, the association of colleges of teacher

education has considerably less political clout than does the

state NEA affiliate. It has been and continues to bediffi-
,

cult in many states to get-all the IHEs well-orga42ed to

fight (or support) any single issue, other than; perhaps some-

thing related to a legislative appropriation. As a result,

although.there may be scattered instances of IHE and SCDE po-

litical strategies being employed to deal with the issues-that

have been raised, political influence is not likely to be widely

employed.

SlHermanowlcz, n. cit. P. 37.
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Ignore the Trends

Maintaining the status quo is often the easiest course of

action-, both for individuals and institutions. Many institu-

tional leaders may not be deliberately ignoring what is happen-

ing outside their institutions in the field of teacher educe-

---tian, but they may be unaware of it. Indeed, one of the pur-

poses of this paper is to call attention to trends with which

the readers may not be familiar.

An institution could generally ignore the trends in mat-

ters related to accreditation and rationalize the action by

positions such as these:

1. Accreditation visits occur infrequently; the require-
ments may change-to our advantage between now and the
time we must. prepare for the neit'irisit.

2. If we run into trouble on some point in our actredita-
tion visit,'we can always try to patch that umuickly
in the final stages or try to exert pressure on the
approving body to give us a clean slate.

4. The standards -are vague. We can get by with almost
anything by giving back to the visiting team the same
sort of rhetoric that is in the standards. This can
be particularly effeCtive if we couple it with an out-
standing job of hospitality to the visiting team.

4. What realA.difference does it make if we aren't accredited?

However, considering'the positions that NEA has taken, it is

quite likely that the number of institutions accredited by NCATE

will be reduced. To the extent that an institution considers

accreditation by NCATE valuable, the institution cannot afford

_35
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to ignore the changes in Standards and_ the interpretation and

emphasis that are now being given toAhe standards.k_,

An institution could generally ignore the trends in mat-
s

ters related to certificatiolyiand rationalize the action by

positions such as these:

1. If some reqpirement is mandated by the state, we'll
just tack

s
it on to the existing requirements.

2. It is n6t /ikely that we would run into trouble,
througW program approval, with very litany programs
at S.time. Ne can fix things up as we go along,
one ;thing at a time.

3. Ce4' tification matters usually have their loopholes
',Ad appeal procedures that can be invoked while
.44- patch up any matter that might present diffi-

Nevertheless, certification matters should be taken
_

more Seriously than accreditation matters. For example, in

an over-riding example--that of control--it would be danger-

ous to ignore the NASDTEC standard. Loss of accreditation may,

in effect, be just a loss in prestige. Loss of access to

certification means that the graduates of the institution

would not be able to obtain teaching positions in public

schools or to be paid from public funds.

It may be argued that, if it should become uncomfortable

for the IHE to work with district X because of conditions that

are imposed on.field placements, qualifications of college

supervisors, or hiring of graduates, there would always be
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districts/Y and Z to work with. If it becomes difficult to

work with the public schools in the area, the argument goes, we

can always place students in non-public schools, laboratory

schools, special residential schools, and other such settings

that are less likely to impose conditions thin are the public

school districts. Rationalizations such as these are easy to

make when an IHE chooses to ignore the pressures of the local

public school structure; they are much harder to carry out in

practice by personnel in SCDEs.

Capitalize onAhe Trends and Use Them to. Improve Teacher Education

To capitalize on the trends may be perceived by some as

a "jumping on the bandwagon," a "running around to the front of

the mob to be its leader," or even an "if you can't lick 'ea,

join 'em," strategy. But AS Cushman has said,/

The ideal outcoste is reconciliation and/an amalgama-
tion,of the best of- all ideas and proposed solutions.
This is not only good political strategy, it is also
in the academic tradition of the search foT,truth--
or at least it is the best modus operandi."

One only has to review the recent history to see.that

certain trends, at least for the near future, are rather well

establiihed. There is an inevitability to increased partici-

pation of F-12 teachers in decisions concerning the next gen-

eration of teachers. One interesting piece of research makes

Skushman, ER. cit. P. 232
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the ppint eifivi,better.

Clark, ,and Coutts 1A71971 used the Delphi\technique ta de-

-

termini the degree of-consemps on the future off teacher e ca

tion.' The "experts" were forty chief administ ative l'ficers/

/7

in Canadian English-linguage leacher education pistitutien

Panelists were given a list of Diojective state ents an, asked

/(
at what date they thought each Statement would e d'sc*iptive

of teacher education in-Canada.

Teacher education institutions are her / o stay, according

to this research, for 80-89 per cent of die respondents believed

that "never (but certainly not before the year 2000) will insti-

tutions devoted to the preparation of teachers disappear." About

three-fourths of the rspendents felt that "by 198.0 teachers and

teachers' organizationswill share control, of teacher education

about equally with teacher education institutia4t:Iii-iecruitment

and selection of candidates." It was further found that "teach-

ers and teachers' organiimtions will share control of teacher

education about equally w#h teacher education institutions (a).

by 1990 in determining thekcurriculum and procedures used in

teacher education.instituttOns and (b) by 1980 in determining

Which. candidates have succeAsfully completed the program and
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Another fatctor pcinting to the inevitability of increased

inflUence of "the profession" is that the teacher education

community, at least as reflected through the AACTE itself,

holds that "States should develop means by-which the organized
3

teacher professor can be delegated responsibiliOr-for estab-
4

lishing standards, for certification, and for prdfessional be-

havior."54

However, to capitalize on the trends and make use of them

ior the improVement of teacher-eduCation will require, in most

instances, a greater degree of autonomy for SCDEs. As one

author has put it,

The governance ofteacher education has been faulty
precisely because the teacher education unit has
not had the power to control its preparatidh pro-
gram. Teacher eduCation is an all-university
function, but no$ an all-university responsibility;-
uniyersity senates, :presidential staffs, and
teacher education- councils are not the agencies to
determine pplicy. These agencies can be helpful
in an advisory and participatory capacity, but
final decisions on programs and standards arg the
responsibility if the\college of education.

53C.T. Clark And H.T. Coutts, "The Future of Teacher
Education." Edmoddton, Alberta: Faculty of Education, Uni-
versity of Alberta, 1971. ED 054 065

S4Howsam, et al., 221.. cit.% Ibid.

"Cushman, 1121.. cit. Pp. 57-58.-
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With resp4ECto accreditation by NCATE, it appearS that

\mainiaining accredited status by an IHE will be influenced heavily.

,by the degree to `which the "design, approval,i and continuous

A
, I

valuation and development" of teacher education programs is

in the hands'of the SCDE. At many institutions, this may

mean some other individual or group giving up some authority;

nevertheless, this seems essential if it is desired to remain

accredited.

Continued accreditation will also be influenced heavily

by the nature and e.:4-ent to which--students are involvgd in

important decision-making settings. Given,thelob market situa-

tion, it would seem valid -for students to influence programs

such that they are prepared, not for what the faculty thinks

the jobs ought to be, but for what will in fact help them ob-

tain employement. Students, along with the faculty in educa-

tion, may be in a much better position to make decisions about

tbex.real world of teaching than any other combination of per-
,.

a.

sons on .a campus.

Continue accreditation 'will also depend a great deal on

the provision of appropriate faculty rewards--hiring, pa); in:,

tresses, prOMOtton, tenure, etc:---for "involvement with

schools" in- 'place tif, if necessary, more traditional scholarly

activities. Adiinistrators and appropriate faculty groups in

SCDEs need to have high degrees of autonomy to deal with-such
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matt3rs, rather than having such matters considered by the same

persons or groups that make determinations of faculty rewards'

based on the traditional measures of scholarly activity.

Similarly, it is important for the SCDE to have a high

degree of autonomy in working with th,.state agency responsi-

ble for establishing certification equiremnts and for the

SCDE to have the authority to pletent those requirements

that have been cooperativel7
//
determined. It is preposterous

to ask a campus-wide body/to debate and approve a requirement

that has been mandated by a state agency unless of course,

"the institution desires to graduate uncertifiable "teachers"

or abandon its teacher education program.

Further, it is important that the SCDE have the authority

to negotiate with and conclude agreements with state and local

teacher organizations and other agencies and organizations

over the terms of tient-placements, school - based' instruction

programs, supervisorr personnel, etc. Innovatiire multi-
.

agency programs for the preparation of teachers will be diffi-

cult enough to accomplish under the best of circumstances;

having the SCDE only as the "middle-man" from the IHE will

prevent a lot of desirable structures from being formed.

In short, and in conclusion,

The university governance structure and procedures
should grant the same self-governance and freedom

41
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to the college of education as to other professional
schools. . . . College of education responsibility
and autonomy means that anyone, undergraduate or
graduate, in preparation for a position in the
public schools, should be registered in, advise& by,
and graduate from. the college of education. The
major role of the college of education is a coordi-
nating one. It must have final responsibility,,
and commensurate authority7 for seeking out and
using all resources for teacher education, programs,

, on the campus whereever they may be found--in other
colleges, schools, and depar nts--and off the

\\ campus from such sources as t state, the local
schools, adcreditini agencies, federal agencies,
foundations, the organized profession, tbg public,

\and the profession of teacher educators."

Who will be the gatekeeper in the '80's? Not the colleges

and universities, though they have enjoyed this role for many

years, but the profession itself. If the SCDEs can effectively

play the role of the training arm of the largest profession,

--they and the institutions of which they are a part will probably.

become more influential than ever before.' _

"Ibid. Pp. 89-90.
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